
Platform Strategy in Product



About me

Founder of the Box developer platform

Early writer for ProgrammableWeb

Managed these platforms

Mentor, advisor, consultant for other developer platforms



Funny story...

The Technical 

Product Manager



API Obsession



And how has it gone?



Let’s make fun of some more companies!



Yeah, I’ll go there...



Platform is a Product Problem

Being Technical is no excuse to not be a Product Manager



If you build it, they will come

It doesn’t work elsewhere in Product, and won’t work for APIs



Don’t F^&* it up: Top errors

- We already have APIs, just release those
- Slap documentation on internal APIs and see what happens

What happens?  Nothing, if you’re lucky…



Don’t F^&* it up: Top errors

- We have APIs for a mobile application
- Slap documentation on those and see what happens

What happens?  Something small, if you’re lucky...



Quick shortcut: copy your frontend

A PM already worked on this!  



Better...

- Create personas, customers and developers.

- What applications do you want to see built? 

- Define APIs to make that easy.



Use cases -> Developer tools



API design is different from Product

UX Product Managers: ye be warned…



APIs are not webpages

But Facebook did it!  But Twitter did it!  

Because they could... Because they thought they could...



Betas: when not backwards compatible



More tips: deprecation and versioning

V1->V2: for massive redesign (new auth process, new ideas in design)

Deprecate: at least 1 year’s notice.  Often 3 years (Google, Box).

V1-V1.1: deprecate a method

- A method was limited and you want to redesign it

- Old method might still be usable 

- Deprecate the old method - new developers can’t use it.  Keep it documented

- Create a new method - new API keys have to use it



OK, just break APIs

- Security hole 

- Feature overhaul

- Big mistake (BigInt apocalypse)

- How many developers are affected?

- If minor, reach out 1:1 and 

pursue fast transition

- Create new method, give short 

deprecation time for old 

method (if you can)

- Apologize



Communication (speaking of apologizing...)



Appendix



Tips for backwards compatibility

● It’s OK to add output.  Don’t remove or 

change the structure

● Optional parameters are your friend

● Be careful with features that will change



Pagination: get this right the first time



Litmus test: Launch partners



More little tricks

90% of developers used our API libraries When in doubt, what would they do? More advanced



Business secrets

Manage a blog regardless of whether people read it

Forums before you’re popular is a really bad idea.  

Same with developer events

Hackathons are great! For recruiting

https://www.smartrecruiters.com/blog/4-new-types-of-hackathon-recruiting-

strategies/



Side note: PM for integrations

This took 11 tries.  

3 worked.  

1 was usable.  

And you don’t want to know how it actually worked.


